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Membership Renewal and be EV.W.S./A.W.A."Imernatlonal Wage Wireless Meade;

mum on . All members wishing to renew their subscription for the year April 1st 1984b
Mai-chalet 1985 mstfillinSectlon vA' . 11o :  are planningtooometothe WMeeflng
on Sum-y June 17th endwishto apply-forum . thenpleese alsoflllinfieotion 'B'. Enclose
awe  ( ore-BANKERS ORDER lineman-Oversees ) brthetotalamm. payable to'vB-VWB"
and send to :— Jonathan E l l ,  B.V.W.8., 14 Victoria court. Kingsbrldge Aveme. London W3
9A3. LB. EntrytoflarpendenwlllbebyTiCKETONLY(baig-htinadvanoe)andbecauseoi
bemcbdMghbrnadwwlbbeMtoftheAWA. eaohMembermaybringlabfltgnest
only. Weappreoiatethatiormady.fiarpendeniea£amilymflng, alalthoeewmtobring
thdrchildrenmaydosob-eeoioharge, andshonldapplyior'chfld'ucketsonthemerseof
beform. Stalls(@£2)mayalsobebookedusqorm'At.

FORM'B' .  l imwlshbpardcipateinw(orall}otbomnstedonfinrm®vyou
mstcompmnanamnnmm A g: _ ____i_,_f_mnnureuden¢0mrseas)
iorthetotalm " - - ' ~‘"'«-':i~‘.TYNo-.2 a /owto the

N.B. BobFormsnnzethemMmdbbeappnpnabaddre-mmlabrbangnlzmmm

The special visit nibe American Anflque Wireless Aseoeiatlon (ANA) is now being organized.
byLurenandJoyoe Peokham.Wehavebookedbelvanhoefiobuneartheflriflshhiuseum)
brtheAWA vidtors. Any other members who alsowishtostay atthehoblehould contact
itdireetly,althwghitisnkelybatbynowtherewifl'beaahertmofaneommodaflomm
addressiszlvanhoa Hotel, Honour-yarn“, LondoeWCIBaQD.Tel: (91)638 5601.

Acoaoh(oroonohanlwillbeMrediorthewholcoitheadaystornnbetweenthelvanhoe
andthe vermin-em in London . ‘Hertfordshire endanssex and members of the B.V.W.S.

whomightwantbjdnbecomhatmyflmeehaddmahesurebeyflllmbeappropriate
soctlonofForm'B'. -.

TheMernatioliatageWirelessneeungiethenratotibkindbbeheldinthisomntry
and itis hoped to be well supported by B.V.W.S..A.W.A. oedema oithe Mopean Modes.
mwmwdomrsebeommbwnbdandmmnbenmebmmafimme
first—‘servedhuis. Therewillhedenniteliwalioneonthemmheroipardclpamsatthe .
Whammsmrdaymormngandmmnhounablebaooommodsbanyguub.mnng
thereetoitheadayevent. mmbemwieflngtebflngagueetshafldstabmsqdbcleafly
onForm'Biuatthisstgeitisimposaiblebanddpabbetotalattematanynflhe
events, tut please sendin‘ your mpllcatlons promptly to help be organisers plan a successful
mom.

Miler-pom, benmdAnmaealMeeungwillnotbeheld hithasbeenpostponed
unfllbemmerMeuMeeflngwhendecflometc.win—Ebphcembenomalway Any
MemberwhowmldlihetouveanflhistratedtalkhrlngthesdayeventshwldwritetoTony
Constableassoonaepossihle. mn-wnlheatleuttwooccasionswhentalhm/or illm‘
showscanbeglven:-atthelvanhoeonaindsyEveMngandattheChalkPibonMonday.

Specialdemmstraflmsvdflbkeplaoembeanb-rocmstflarpendenonbesnndaym
Membersmhingbparflcipabwibbeirownequpmentshmldombctlanlmmottom
whowillco—ordlnatethe event.(Address: fiTemplewood, Eallng. lendonwm. (01) 997

' 15%).1bepnmipalbemsfordemonstratlonawillbe MABCONI EQUIPMENT'andwe
wafidliketohavetheflnestexammesoiumonirecelmsavulable— domesfloandWWI
setsandancnmaryequim, advertisingmatenal, handbooks, photosetc.shouldbe
inohtdedtoaddcolaurminbrest. We alsohopstohaveatabledevotedtothoee spedal

reprodmflon items some members have madein recess years. Aprize will be awarded to
bebeetentrydiywwiehtopartlcipatmimlmb adeecripflonotymentry with Form'Bu

. PleaselookcaremflyattheProgrammeflleetandcomplebyaepflicaflon Forms as soon .
«possible.
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I am sure that members will be pleased
to hear that arrangements for our June
events to welcome friends from the
Antique Wireless Association of USA,
as well as visitors from Europe, are
now well in hand. With this issue we
are enclosing a form for you to fill
in if you wish to take part in various
events which have been planned. We
expect there will be a heavy demand
for some of the events so the alloc—
ations of tickets must be on a first
come ~first served basis, although it
i s  hoped that UK members*will accept
the idea of priority being given to
visitors from overseas in the case of
arrangements where space is limited—
and where UK members will have other
opportunities to visit in future. In
this issue is a programme of the main
events which Tony Constable, who
has done a considerable amount of the
organisational work, has produced.
Please return the completed forms as
soon as possible.

There will be changed arrangements for
our Harpenden meeting this year which
the organiser Jonathan Hill reports on
in this issue. The "Swapmeet" will be a
"ticket only”affair to keep out ”gate—
orashers" who take advantage of i t  each
time without paying subscriptions as
members. It i s  imperative, therefbre,
for those wishing to attend. to return
the form sent out with this issue and
apply for tickets. The‘same form is for
renewal of‘youramnual subscription— due
on let April. This will be the last
Bulletin which will be sent to those
who fail to renew, so please send your
subscription in good time. You will see
that UK membership remains at £6, but
the European subscription is now £7 and
Worldwide to £8 to compensate fer post
cost increases.
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t _ by the
Editor

We are holding our Annual Meeting and
elections at the Winter meeting instead
of the June Harpenden from now on.

The last of the old~fashioned BBC trans-
mitters in Britain are soon to be closed
down and i t  i s  possible that some compo—
nents, quite early ones, may be offered
to the Society. We would appreciate i f
members would let us know whether they
would wish to take part in a ballot for
these parts if it is possible to acquire
them. Some hard,unpaid work would be
involved in transporting them as well as
some expense, so we should like some
feedback on the idea before exploring it
further please.

Dave Brodie, to whom our thanks are
due for sending his "Transatlantic
Letter" for some years, has informed
me that he must discontinue the letter
but tells me that members who are int
erested in radio in the US are welcome
to correspond with collectors there.
Members finding themselves in the US
on holiday will find radio museums in
profusion at which they would find a
welcome. A list can be provided for
any member who would like one.

Did you know that although the BBC is
giving up television broadcasts on 405
lines, there are still transmissions
on just 48 lines — much like the ones
transmitted on Baird's first mechanical
sets 1 Enthusiasts of the hobby are
making their own transmitters as well
as receivers and although the tech-
nology is primitive, there is nothing
”Vintage” about the sets used, which
mostly have transistor circuits. If
members are interested, details can be
obtained from the Narrow Bandwidth Tel
evision Association, 54, Park Drive.
Hucknall, Nottingham.

BVWS COPYRIGHT.
Tel:01.808.2838.

Editor: Robert Hawes, 63, Manor Road, Tottenham,Nl7. London, OJH.
Society Chairman: David Read. Treasurer: Ian Higginbottom.

Membership Secretary: Mike Kemp. Bulletin Artist: Norman Jackson. Newsletter Editor:
Jonathan Hill, 14, Victoria Court, Kingsbridge Avenue, London W.3. Tel:01.993.1306.
Secretariat: G.and J. Mitchell, Chute Lodge Cottage, Chute Forest, Nr. Andover.



COSSOR. INFORMATION

The date of the Cossor 77B in Bill Caten's collection ( Bulletin kl.8.no.2.p 26) is
1940 or early 1941. The set started life in Nov/Dec 1938 as model 71 — a 4—v plus
rectifier 3—wave AC superhet in a wood cabinet. Tn 1940 it went into an improved cab
inet and became model 77 until wood supply became difficult and a moulded cabinet
was introduced as 77B.  Model 71 and its variants, like almost all Cossor AC superhets
from 1938 until production ceased completely in 1941 contained a separate power pack.
Early in 1940 legislation made it necessary to obtain a GPO permit to purchase valves
with 10 watts or more dissipation, and as the power pack used a 2XP i t  became a ambarr
assment to Cossor, the retailer and the customer, so the valve was modified to bring
it within the classification and it was given the number 2P. The 2XP was never again
produced. The permit idea was a bit of bureaucratic nonsence :I suppose nobody in'
"high places ” thought of the possibility of pushing up anode volts or putting two
valves in parallel to build a transmitter fOr communicating with the enemy. I read in
”Sounds Vintage" (Vol.5. no.5) that "GPO engineers collected amateur transmitting gear
and any valve rated at 10 watts. They certainly did not do the latter as there were
150,000 Cossor sets scattered over the country fitted with the 2XP which would have
kept them very busy. FRANK BRITTAIN.

GECOPHONE "SMOKERS' CABINET” SET

I read Ian Higginbottom's article with interest. I have a cabinet, given to me by a
friend thirty years ago Who was disposing of his 20's a thirties equipment. My cab-
inet contains a moving-iron speaker. There appears no evidence that the cabinet was
anything other than a speaker. There are no modifications and the fret looks original.
Were such speakers made by GEC, or_did they sell of surplus cabinets ? There is no
transfer on the cabinet. ALISTAIR JONES. ( Note from the Editor: Many of these
cabinets are found without ”works" , modified as cabinets for pipe-smokers gear and

,trinkets. Most retain the original tranfers or there is evidence that these have
been scuffed off or the whole case re—polished. No speaker cabinet of this kind
appears ever to have been advertised by GEC and certainly a moving—iron speaker seems
to late for it). -

1935 MEMORY

About 40 years ago I was rummaging in a second hand shop and found avalve which I
offered to purchase. Instead of telling me the price the shopkeeper insisted in was
a special one: " It's a Variable Mule” . I decided not to buy it: it may have had
stubborn qualities, I felt. ERNIE ROBERTS. (Note from the Editor: If any other
readers_hage anecdotes, I should be glad to hear from them).

PHILIPS 930A

May I add one or two points to your article: (1) Those baffled by Philips' weird
manner of drawing circuits may not realise that S5,6 and 7 is the tuning-coil and
S8 i s  the reactionncoil which acts as a variometer. ( 2 )  The tuned circuit in the
top left hand corner i s  only present in the 934A (presumably a special model for.
those who lived under the aerial at Hilversum) This wave—trap was also available
as a matching unit called model 4180 .(3) You do not mention the curious feature
of the waveband coverage, which is 200—2000 metres in three bands. I wonder what
was receivable on the middle one ? (4) Does anyone know why the fret design is
not quite the same as the Philips trademark ? Perhaps it was a easier to mould or
stronger ? I would also mention that the French call this set ”the ham tin"
which I prefer to ” Cathedral”. G.V. DIXON—NUTTALL.

2MT WRITTLE

I am currently researching 2MT Writtle and compiling a history and would be glad
to have any personal reminiscences of the station, staff and site— especially any
personal photographs. All letters will be answered and any photographs returned.
TIM WANDER, 16, Darnay Rise, Melbourne, Chelmsford.
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I have an interesting set in my
collection consisting of a handsome
upright mahogany cabinet in which are—
mounted two separate panels. The first
is the Bligh Radio/2 Mark V which
carries a BBC 'Type Approved” stamp
and the P. 0. no. 2176 ;  while the second
is the Bligh Audio/2 Mark VII, with
P 0 no 4410. The two panels are of
ebonite with a wood—grain front finish
which retain their colour and high-polish
due to two front cabinet doors which
have shielded them from ultra—violet
light over the years.

/.
I
'
t

The two panels are evidently designed for use, i f  desired, as separate self—contained
units, in that the H.T, L.T. and GB engravings would identify adjacent front-projecting
terminals, although in my own set the terminals have been replaved by screw heads, the
panel connection being made at the rear. One or two features point to a fairly early
date for this set. Firstly the " Type Approved” stamps indicate manufacture before mid
1924 ;  secondly, there is no provision for volume control; thirdly, use of the terms
"Aerial Tuning Condenser” GATC) and "Anode Coupling Condenser" (ACC) did not persist
beyond the early twenties; and lastly,the switched choice of ”l valve” or ”Two valves”
in the audio amplifier section for valve and battery economy also belongs to that
period. I have no idea of the original valve line-up, except that the panel carries
gauze inspection windows which indicate bright or semi—bright emitters. I have fitted
the set with a six—volt combination: B4,DE5,DE8LF and LSS which seem to work well.
I have been unable to find any reference to Bligh as a receiver manufacturer. Tne words
"Radio” and "Audio” were not, I think, in very common use in England in the early days
and I wonder whether this suggests that the set may :have been a Europeanised version
of an original American design. This possibility is given extra weight by the fact
that the LT and HT switches are "Up " for "On" and ”Down” for "Off". The circuitry
of the radio and audio panels i s  shown in the diagrams. The radio section contains no
surprises, the only noteworthy pOint being that the RF stage anode and reaction coils
are separate plug—in components: the set I have contains only a long—wave pair. The
fixed aerial coil can be tuned from lOOkHz to 1.6 MHz with the stud switch and condenser.
The Audio section is less conventional in that it incorporates anode choke coupling in
both stages, with a third choke forming the output stage grid impedance. It is also
fairly unusual to find the loudspeaker capacitance fed. With all these shunt chokes
about, and transformer coupled input, i t  is no surprise to find that the amplifier



"BBC set with US touch" continued
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frequency response is not exactly hi-fi. With reference to lkHz, the response i s  down

3db at 500 Hz and down 10dB and 250 Hz 1 But one must r emember ,  of course, that this

sort of response is a fair match with the moving—iron horn loudspeaker for which the

set is designed. I should be grateful if anyone can tell me something about the

origins of this set and whether my theory of a vaguely American parentage has any

real foundation.
___4_

i-MEMBERS' ADVERTISEMENTS

Wanted: information on Wirek tape machine, a l so  spools  and information on the "Tape
Writer" . Franz Jansen ,  Withuysstraat 95, s'Gravenhage 2523 GR Hol l and .
Wanted: Decca stereo Decola radiogram. For S a l e :  many pre and post—war radios, grams,
valves. SAE for list. John Howes, 11 Crendon Park, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells.
For sale: I have recently published a book called " Goodnight Children, everywhere”
which is a history of childrens' broadcasting in Britain. IAN HARTLEY,252,Brooklands
Road, Wythenshawe, Manchester.
For Sale: New extended stock of Service Sheets, "Traders" and manufacturers' data
1930-70. Good photocopy or some originals available. 50p per receiver plus SAE.
Enquiries welcomed for missing backs and mysteries— send photo and chassis details.
John Narborough, 59, Roedale Road, Hollingdean, Brighton.
Wanted:Catalogue for ”Britain can make it " exhibition_or list of sets on display
there. Jonathan Hill, 14, Victoria Court, Kingsbridge Avenue, London, W3.(Ol 993 1306).
Wanted: Drive unit for Sterling Dinkie horn speaker. Also wanted, knob for ”Grid
Leak" lPocketphone. Gordon Bussey, 64, Pampisford Road,Purley, Surrey.
For Sale: MetVick Cosmos Radiophone VR3 tuner and amplifier A3, ebonite panels with
mounted components ( no valves) need restoration. Also oakconsole cabinet to match,
barleywtwist legs. Reg Dykes,312, Carterhatch Lane, Enfield. (01 363 7494).
Disposal: Early Cossor Melody Maker,p1ug in coil type; Philips 630A and Ekco AC74.
Wanted: Circuit for 1930 Ultra ACP and details of Gecophone "Table Lamp” speaker or
details of construction of outer ring, cone mounting etc. R. Jones, 2, Rose Avenue,
Alvechurch, Worcs.
Wantedzfor West Country Wireless Museum;Fultograph, early valve sets, small—screen
Dre—war TV s e t s .  Robert B r a i n , M i d d 1 e  Huish Farm, Tnstow, Bideford . Devon.
Wanted: Cardboard chassis speaker (or parts) for Deutschen Kleinempfanger 1938.-
Norman Jackson, 5, Pyremont Road, Strand on the Green, London, W4.
Wanted: Bound volumes of 20's wireless magazines;transformers for Brownie 2v amp;
chokes and condenser for Marconi RBlO; Brown microphone amp; Pye M78F; Marconi or
Gecophone wavemeter; 78 records Flotsam and Jetsam ” Little Betty Bouncer” and
dance band playing "On the Air” (to illustrate a talk to members). Robert Hawes,
63, Manor Road, Tottenham, N17. London, OJH. (01 808 2838). Cash or swaps.
MEMBERS ARE REMINDED THAT SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE DUE ON 1st APRIL AND THAT ENTRANCE TO
THE HARPENDEN MEETING IN JUNE AND OTHER EVENTS OF THE SPECIAL WEEKEND WILL BE BY
TICKET ONLY, BOOKED IN ADVANCE. There is limited room so please apply early.

For sale: Share certificates of defunct wireless companies, 1924 and 1936.
Robert Jenkins, Andover. (0264 57655). '

Batteries: Members stuck for battery power supplies for two-volt receivers might
find something suitable among things offered in Radiospares catalogue. They have
small recharable "Cyclon" cells of three types, of from 2 . 5  to 2 5  amp- hour rating
which cost from about £3 to £15 each. They are lead acid cells which should not
be left discharged.
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Gordon Bussey and Robert Hawes
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David Read has already outlined
the short history of the small firm

founded by Horace Adey in 1924 which
was wound up soon after the founder's “ n i h l d w fi l

death in 1935. As the author revealed. PORTABLE :1:?::_*”
the company, which was London—based, RADIO inhuman-anus

turned out some unique products, only a

few of which have survived to become rare
wireless curiosities- The sets Put on the
market may have seemed ”gimmicky" ,but at a u nomuenmafflaem mg",

time when mushrooming small firms often turned IDNDOM.WH
Tm: LANGHAH‘HSI

out crudely made sets to join in the boomtime of
wireless, Adey demonstrated sound design and production techniques that were innovative.

Along with his "Wireless Chair ” ,his patent tuning keyswitch, his cigar—box receiver,
his police set built in a Bobbies' helmet and his valve with a choke wound on the base,

there were practical sets of good quality and performance which incorporated ideas

ahead of their time. Since David Read's article appeared, some more information has
come to light which gives details of most of the sets produced.

ADI? PORTABLE RADIO

Y CIA5JE)IE (SEAKJHR ‘£}(]EEI

PORTABLE.
qrqEEIE

_ ~_ MORTIMER 3?
Map—db .. i . LONDON

.. ‘ '--'7'.-"'- PATENT 8.524614
‘9

Not a toy but
a powerful set

flor
headphone reception

Takes the
place of
Crystal
Sets.

.No aerial or earth
required for local

Anemia: YALVE
station use. Can be .. i-f'1 . PRICE
used forgramOphone ' - \ . . :T ' .‘ 6/6

reproduction. 9 7 f
m m  NW How

- ’ \w- my a: user: IN A err vrmPRICES , :. '3‘ ‘ m H- r races

1,:
£2 ”/5 0 Comptete with value J -  , _

.and .aIt batteries. 
- , __,I—OT 7 1 — :  l 1 £-

Hendphones 12/6 extra. B

Sizes 8" x 4;"- x 2;". Weight 2.1:Ibs.
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The Adey 4—valve portable was produced in  October
1932. The va lves ,  mounted ver t ica l ly ,  were not o f
swi tch—jack  was f i t t ed .The  tuning knob was on the
1930 saw the l-valver headphone sui tcase  portable
not use the self-coupling valves but had a ”Key"

1929 and product ion continued unt i l
the self—coupling type but a ”Key”
r i gh t ,  t op ;waveohange  be low speake r .
which cont inued un t i l  1935. This  d id
with  s ingle-posi t ion  swi t ch .  I t  was

for medium-wave only and was i n  b lue  l ea the rc lo th ,  or  r a r e ly ,  r ed .

As"? small iras: your ha" :  311}

The ADEY PORTABLE—is a super-efiicient
Four-Valve Receiver of - advanced design.-
receiving main British and European
stations on the Loudspeaker with a natural
bell-dike tone. Standard Sets can be fitted
for Gramophone reproduction. and will
give a sufficient volume of sound to fill a
large concert hall ! Yet the weight of this
Set. complete with self-contained frame
aerial and batteries, is only about l 2}  lbs..
and its size is little more than a ha t !  A
triumph of British invention and British
craftsmanship! A wonderful achievement
by the Pioneers of Portable Radio!

' Standard
model (4-valve)

PRICE

£7 '105. 0d.
HAN D-PAINTED LACQUER

£9 105. 0d.
Complete Ready for Use

..  amazinq in ilsa
Power and Purily

..
. . . . .

The Adey Portable 4-Valve Set as compared
with a telephone book.

A8 SUPPLIED TO
HIS  MAJESTY'S GOVT.

There are many exclusive features In this ADEY PORTABLE. and it mustlbe closely
examined to be fully appreciated. Some of these are—
A key In the form of a lack Plug. which automatically locks and unlocks the whole
system of operation. and also atts as a reaction control. 'A small H.T. Battery of great ower and long life, fitted with instantaneous
'srpring terminals instead of the olcr type of plug terminal.

he Cases are beautifully made. and attractive in design. Mounted on a
tugntliwle to ensure directional accuracy. The back of the Set is fitted with a lock
an ey.

The ADEY ONE-VALVE HEADPHONE SET
£3 17.. 6‘. complete.

The ADEY THREE-VALVE DOUBLE-WAVE
HEADPHONE SET. style as per one-valve

i l l u s t r a t i on -

Price £5 complete.



The onefivalvc ”Cigar Box”
receiver (pictured right)
was also produced in 1930.
It too, had a single—
position key switch and
did not use the self-
coupling valve . It is

-- ().VDON. ” II! january. 1931
possibly the rarest of L I . ‘
the Adey receivers. When ,' \{$‘

P O I .

it was launched, it was I, ’\
announced to the Press
that a similar set was
being developed for use
by policeman on the beat
but i t  i s  not known how

far this idea went.(The
Editor has one of these
one—valvers and hopes to
produce a feature for a
forthcoming Bulletincn1
it. He would be grateful
for any information which
may help his research.)
The Adey Radio Magazine,
the front page of which
is reproduced(right),
dated lst January, 1931,
quoted Press reports on
the set and the"Talking
Helmet“ which was meant
to go withiin but gives
no definite facts about

”Adey“ .....  continued» 71
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its use by the police.
The picture here was
captioned ” Mr. H.W.
Adey trying out a
receiving and trans
mitting set he has

designed "' The 3—valve headphone suitcase of 1932 had two self—couplers,a
2-way "Key” and two wavebands . The case was blue and since it was only made for a.few
months, i t  i s  now very rare. In 1931 a new model 4-valve portable appeared, which
introduced the self-coupling valves, C210 ( 3 )  and output valve AP220. A version with—
out self—couplers was also still available. The cabinet of the new set was 1 ”  narrower
than the original and the chassis was moulded bakelite. The wavechange switch was
moved to top left, and the tuning knob was now top right. In 1932 changes to the 4-
valver included: reduction of cabinet width to 8%"; valves ( 3  couplers) mounted on
bakelite chassis, horizontally instead of vertically; two-position "Key" (for wavechange
too); tuning knob ,top front, right. This set continued until 1935 and at that time an
all-wave portable, similar, but with an extra selfecoupler mounted behind the speaker,
appeared. -
Cabinets for the Adey sets could be supplied in walnut, mahogany, oak and lacquer.
Finish up to 1932 was French polish and thereafter cellulose. Cabinets were made by
Smith and Powell, London, EC1. and finished in iflue factory except for the lacquer one
which was painted by a lady living in Essex. Valve bases were made by London Moulders
Ltd. of Wembley, and pins by Clix.The wire used for winding the chokes on the bases was
43g silk/enamel. Keyjacks were by Igranic, engraved by Fentons of Soho; speaker.cloth
came from France and after 1932 cones were by R.O.Bridger of London. N16. The suitcases
for the one and three valvers were by Thomas William Bailey of London, EC1; handles by
Barrow,Hepburn Gale of London,SEl. The aerial wire was 26g DCC (MW) and 30 (LW), battery
45v for all models and 1.5V GB. After 1932 the intervalve TX was RI skeleton type D420
5/1, otherwise RI case type DYZO.
In 1930 the Adey factory was in Union Mews, W1. and employed six. Showrooms were at
99, Mortimer Street, Wl. In 1932 the factory moved to Marylebone Road where 12 people
were employed.

THE LIVES OF THE POLICE AND PUBLIC 1'
ARE Now HAPPY ON as. WHY *2

READ “WHAT THE NATIONAL PRESS SAYS ABOUT
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B ampton Books
We still have the world's largest selection
of scarce,rare and out-Of—print books and
magazines on radio and television for sale
and we are constantly adding to our stock.
We also carry a selection of new books
on the subjects and we purchase
collections and single items of
special interest on broadcasting
and other subjects.Printed and fi -. w, -;M 7 m  , , - .  ,
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A growing collection which will form the nucleus of a future new museum in the West"
Country is that of Robert and Pauline Brain and their son Richard, who live in a
charming and artistically converted farmhouse in Bideford, Devon. Robert and
Pauline have a background in arts and crafts and have much experience is the
faithful preservation and conservation of old buildings and all kinds of artifacts.
Young Richard is at present studying for a BSc in electronics in London, so the
family have all the talents required to set up a museum . They have been collect-
ing all kinds of things for twenty—five years and once had their collection housed
in-a real ancient castle which they bought and restored and finally sold to move to
their present farmhouse home which they took over as another "ruin" for revival.

They.began collecting wireless equipment only six years ago but have made good
progress. Originally they looked for visually attractive objects to add to their
large collection of perambulators, old bicycles, music-machines and other objects,
but lately they have been trying to build up a comprehensive collection that will
reflect the history of wireless. So far , they have about 150 valve sets, 20
crystal sets and 20 television receivers. They are also interested in ephemera
and signs and placards.

Many of the earlier sets in the collection are home—made ones, reflecting the fact
that the farming community were unable to afford commercially-made receivers. Pride
of place goes to the sloping-front four—valver pictured above with Robert and
Pauline. It is particularly intesrting in that it appears to have been made by the
local plumber of a small mid+Devon village. Dating from possibly 1923, the set
has a large brass plate on the panel proclaiming that it was constructed by " Paddon
and Son , Plumbers and Electricians” . It i s  not known whether the set was made for
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the maker's personal use or as an excercise in blossomming back—shed wireless—
industry enterprise.

Devon was rather remote from the mainstream of early broadcasting, so the Brains
found difficulty is turning-up crystal sets. They were lucky to secure a couple
of frame serials together with a BTH C2 horn speaker complete with a birdsnest in
the fUnnel- both came from a hayloft. Other speakers in the collection include
one with a papier—mache horn and a:number of later cabinet ones with attractive
frets including various forms of " Sunrays" and a stork design.

Among the many thirties sets is a Philips 634a "Ovaltine" set, an American Majestic,
a Sobell " Toaster" , a Ferranti "Arcadia", some round Ekco sets and a number .of
Marconis ranging from a V3 , models 47 of 1928 and model 256 seven-valve portable.
One of the most impressive of.the big sets is an Ekco " Radio Brain W model RG516
which sold in 1939 for 25 guineas . An eight-stage, all—wave motor—drive superhet
with press-button tuning.

Television. sets in the collection include a1929 disc type televisor, a 1937
Baird with 19 valves, several "mirror " sets, the Bush TV22, console versions
and a gigantic RGD incorporating gramophone and radio as well as television.
Television " add-one" include a large magnifier which was used to increase the
apparent size of nine—inch screens and a tinted celluloid sheet intended toggive
a black-and—white screen an impression of being coloured.

Most of the collection is now in store in various barns.on the farm,and is not
readily available for inspection, but Robert and Pauline would be pleased to hear
from any members who may be. interested in a chat.. They hope soon to be able to
open a museum in a "stately home " in Devon. RH

"SOME EFFECTS OF the 1922 REACTION REGULATIONS — correction.
We apologise for the omission of a paragraph from Ian Higginbottom's article on pages
44-46 of Bulletin Vol.8, no.3. The omitted paragraph which should have followed after
the penultimate paragraph on page 45 which ends ”regulations” should have read as
follows:" Towards the end of 1923 the ban on aerial—circuit reaction was lifted. The
earliest mention of its rembval which I have found so far occurs in Wireless Weekly
for 7 November 1923, but there must be a strong presumption that this happened on, or
very soon after, the introduction of the Constructor's Licence on October 5th. (See
BVWS Bulletin Sept. 1979) .  Realising that it was powerless to control the home const
ructor's choice of circuit, the Post Office must have seen the absurdity of continuing
to place the same constraint on the commercial manufacturer, putting him into an
even worse c o mpetitive position than before. There seems to have been some prevarication

by the Post Office in admitting to the end of restriction, and possibly no official
announcement was ever made. Much uncertainty resulted. For example, although from
early November 1923 the Radio Press journals werernmdishingdetails of the circuits
which had become permissable, POpular Wireless was still reporting on 22nd December
that the Post Office denied any change in the regulations. "
MANCHESTER ZZY'STATION

I am researching the history of broadcasting in Manchester and if any member has
recollections or literature on ZZY I would be grateful to hear from them- IAN
HARTLEY,252, Brooklands Road, Wythenshawe, Manchester, M23 9HD.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ”BULLETIN” AND THE "NEWSLETTER“ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
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A FEW OF THE SETS IN ROBERT B R A I N ' S  COLLECTION '

Above right:
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Above left:Sobell 4—valve, iesslgace2 :MCd goiiter receiv r
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Ab0vezMurphy 893 battery portable Right:
superhet. Short and medium wave. Roberts MB4 4-valve

battery suitcase portable.

.M.

Above and right:"Threewin-one“ 3-valve battery receiver, home-cOnstructed
from Wireless World design of 1935. -

Photographs: Jonathan Hill
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NeWSIEH'er ATTENTION ALL U. K. MEMBERS
Are you subscr1b1ng to  the BVWS NEWSLETTER ? Now 1n 1 t '  5 th1rd year, 1t 15
publ ished each month and con ta i ns  ADS. .SALES. .WAHTS. .EXHIBITION AND EVENT
NEWS. .aTI re la t ing  to  w1reless and broadcast1ng 1n the U. K. You may advertise
f ree i n  the  NEWSLETTER and be sure tha t  your advert1sement W111 reach over .

100 members w1th1n a few weeks. I t  15 easy to  subscr1be..
send to the address be low”  . 12  STAMPED AND SELF--ADDRESSED
ENVELOPES PLUS A CHEQUE FOR £2.50 made payable to  the BVWS

' vs NEWSLETTER,I4 V1ctor1a Court,
K1ngsbr1dge Avenue,London,W3.9AH.

. s  1 mp I y  “\I

Advertisement BVWS Member “  I “

MM?IMJMDMEMPIMI'Wi
151 Nerthfleld Avenue,

Advert isement BVWS Member

QBQHQEQEfié 3831916365
5 Queens Terrace

@11t [I BE  Otley Yorke.
Te l :  0943 461999muss

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS SPECIALIST
Quality Broadcast receivers,
pre-war TV ,  p lus  components,
valves e t c .  We buy and se l l
wireless sets and associated
items for cash or exchange

We have a large number o f  wireless
sets and associated i tems in stock
—mostlv of  1930  to 1950  v in tage.

If you are coming from a distance
we suggest that you telephone to

l e t  us know o f  your v i s i t
Buses E2,ES.  Nearest Tube
Northfields-Piccadilly;Line.
Open :  10am until 6pm on
weekdays.  Other t imes by
appointment=01 567 1368 {E

. -

Open :  .
Tues 31 Thur
10 .30 -14 .30
Fr i  & :Sat
10 .00—17 .00  _
(O r  by  appointment l

: _

Advert isement BVWS Member I
Eadinsr Books

HOLDFAST B O O K S  , 54  O ld  S t ree t  , Upton -on -Seve rn  ,
Worces te r sh i r e  W38  OHW,  specialisein RADIO  , T.V.  and
E lec t ron i cs

Books  , Magaz ines  , Serv i ce  Shee ts ,  Ephemera .
f r on11896 -1981 .

The shop is open on WEDNESDAYS , FRIDAYS 8: SATURDAYS or for a.
special appointment telephone 06846 2134 (Tony Hopwood , proprietor) .
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The
same
The Philips 634A Receiver
illustrated here is a much
desired collector's piece
for many reasons. I t  has a
very impressive look about
it, and was popularised by
its_appearance in an adver
tisement for a bedtime
drink,after which it get
the name of the'Ovaltiney
Set‘ . But for the techni
cally minded, it has very
special intestest because
of its circuitry and its
complicated mechanics.

Here, G.V. Dixon—Nuttall
tells the story of the 634A
and the other sets i n  the

"Superinductance”_range.

The term “Superinductance"was first applied to the model 730A in 1930  The word
itself i s  meaningless and was invented by Philip's PR department to sound impres
sive. It evidently worked. I have memories of asking an expert what it meant. He
said "Well, it's a cross between a TRF and a Superhet 1 " .
The only original feature of thesereceivers was the high quality of the tuning coils
which made reaction unecessary and ensured constant performance and easy opearation.
All receivers had two RF stages. The better ones had four tuned circuits, the cheap
models two. The coils were apparently matched in sets and a calibration chart was
supplied for 'each set. The cheap sets with only two coils managed to fit the calib
ration of the dial very closely: how they managed this is something of a mystery.The
famous 00113 were wound with Litz wire on glass formers and enclosed in large copper
cans, which added to the impressive appearance. The use of glass tube had an advan
tage in that Philips were primarily lamp manufacturers and had a lot of it lying about.
The earliest Philips sets had resistors wound on glass too. A lot of money was spent
on elaborate test gear for checking the alignment and performance of the sets.
According to the literature put out by the firm in large quantities, they intended to
go on making TRF Sets until something better turned up; at a meeting of their designers
in 1930 they came to the conclusion that the Superhet was not suitable for European
conditions, despite its popularity in the USA. In concentrating on the elaborate TRF
receivers Philips were well aware of the snags. Among thse were :(1) the set is
operating on a knife edge between poor performance and instability. The position
of every wire is critical. (2) the matching of the tuned circuits is all-important.
Before the days of Ferrite-cored coils this presented quite a problem: fitting the can
changed the inductance drastically and unpredictably. (3) tin? gain varies over the
band as the L/C ratio alters. (4) the waveband switching is very complicated and
short wave operation is ruled out. ( 5 )  the cost of all the coils and the high—quality
four—gang capacitor is unavoidably i h i g h .  TThe last point proved to be their undoing.
The time came when the Superhet became better and cheaper than the best TRF receiver.
Philips were still proclaiming their faith in the Superinductors in 1933 ,  although
they were at the time designing ea Superhet of their own in time for the 1934 season.
One this appeared, the public decided the.future the Sup.erinductors lingered on but by

.1936 it was all over.
. - . u -  - .  - -- . - . .  . , .  . — m - . — - . u - - a . . . _ . . . _ .  .._.._.._..

continued on next page
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A large number of these sets were made, and very well made.too. Today, the performance
i s  most impressive, and of course, there are no images, harmonics, or whistles. No
wonder they are regarded as very collectible.
The first to appear was the 730A in 1931-2. Without the Speaker i t  was known as the
'720Aiand the prices were £23 28 and 17 guineas respectively.The circuit has no special
features but is the first appearance of the band—pass input circuit that Philips used
until about 1939. In 1932—3 they added another circuit and prod/uced the 630A for
£24 33. and also the first of the cheap sets, the 830A which managed to get down to
16 guineas. This had only two tuned circuits, the anode load of the second stage being
a coil tuned outside the LF end of the band, so raising the gain at that end. The
cabinet was o n e _ o f  those odd affairs of mottled Paxolin so favoured by Philips

at the time. It looked very -cheap but was actually very complicated in construction.
They also made the 8308 which was a battery version. One of its valves was used to
control the output valve bias so that it used less current during quiet passges, which
was very clever— but was it really worth it ? The 1933—4 year was a good one. They
produced the famous-634A (this was dealt with fully in Bulletin Vol.1. no.2) It was the
first of the sets to have AVG and al'se- the cunning arrangement which varies the: gain
over the band'by ganging a potentiometer with the tuning. It sold fer 16 guineas.
Not so widely known is the 836A This is the 634 with knobs on 1 To the features of the
634 it add amplified AVC and interstation noise suppression. All of this was very
impressive but its size, ugliness and price (£24 3s.) probably limited its sales.
The set is very rare and the only one I have heard of belongs to Gerald Wells of the
Vintage Wireless Museum, Dulwich. Her reconstructed it from bits- like a dinosaur 1
Both these sets contained the SD4 valve, which thereafter sank without trace and i s
now almost unobtainable. Also i n  1933—4, the 830A was redesigned as the 834A, the

alterations consisting of leaving bits out and putting the chassis in a simpler, and
I think uglier, cabinet. Note that in this set the volumecxnflnmfl.is also the smooth—
ing resistor 1 Still, a good set for 11 guineas. The 830B similarly became the 834B.
In 1934—5 they produced _thei_r superhet, _the 588A at 12 guineas. The new model of the _year
was the 472A, which was a very goOd set, but at 15 guineas there can't have been much
profit in it. The set had a very clever dial drive through adjustable links which
enabled them to correct the errors in tracking, up to a point, so that the calibration
chart could be done away with. To celebrate this set was issued with two scales, one
marked with BBC stations only and the other with absolutely everything on it. You'
could change_them'over as you liked. The 834 chassis must still have been around; this
year they gave itzabetter cabinet and called it the 274A and it got down to 9 guineas.
By 1935-6, the TRF had ”had it". The 472A re—appeared as the 577A, with a more complic
ated cabinet but down to 13 guineas. The honour of being the last of the Superinductors
goes to the 372B, which was a new design with class B output and three tuned circuits,
all for 11 guineas. So that was all I I have simplified the range by ignoring the
versions made for DC mains and the radiograms. There were not many of them, and they
were made for a short time; iflnasame can be said of the vintage Bentley. They don't:make
them like that any more, and they never will again.
Full size copies of this Trader Sheet FRONT COVER PICTURE:

1 b1 at 50 each includin
are avai a e p g post Normal Jackson's drawing shows the
(UK)  “ remarkably complicated gear,  belt
“TRADER" 5511v SHEET p H  I L l  P S  634A  and pulley dials—drive system which

lurks behind the tiny tuning dial
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Can anyone identify the six radios pictured left (1 -6}  ?
They are all believed to be 1930's models and only two
of them can be identified - "Theinternational" and the
"TransatlantiC". When were these radios manufactured and
what are the other four models ? They were made by Radio
Accoustic Productions, "RAP Ltd" . Ferry Works, Thames
Ditton. Surrey. we have also heard that "RAP” stood for
"Rent and Purchase" indicating that they were produced
for some sort of rental scheme similar to that of Radio
Rentals Ltd. Can anyone throw any light on this ?

(1) 4-valve + rect. 3-band. Walnut cabinet, 12Zx19x9. A C.
{2) 3-valve ditto 122x203x9 A.C.
{3) "International" 4_va1ve+rect.wainut.iaixi7txax.3-band.
(4) 3 valve + rect. 3-band. walnut. 13%x17zx9x. A.C.
(5i 4-valve-+rect. 5~band£inc.3sw.)Wslnut.Glass back.
(6) 4-valve + rect. 3-band. walnut. 13%x19%x9. A.C.

Picture (7) is the Smiths III. model.2093(?). Bavalve, two
wavebsnd. Battery. Rosewood cabinet 15% high. This set was
photographed at Hal-ponder: in November and the name has been
mislaid. If it was you. can you please say who made the
set, and when ? Was it Arthur Smith ? What was the maker's
address ?

Picture (8) is a kit set. we think. 3-valve, 2-band,
buttery. In Ullk cabinet. lJ.lO.

Picture (9) is the Grid Leak "Pocketphone, published in the
last issue and now identified by Gordon Bussey as made in
1937 in London. and brought out in time to be used by the
spectators at the Coronation. Fuller details will appear
in the next Bulletin. If any member can write details of its
performance the Editor would like to include them. If you
have a spare knob to fit the set, it would be appreciated.

Picture (10) is the Marconi Valve-Crystal receiver which is
a bit of a mystery. When exactly was it made and how lone
was it offered for sale ? Why are the Marconi markings and
the BBC number always missing from examples of it ? Was the
set sold off to a firm like Milletts in bulk, as with the.
Crystal A ? If you can give any details the Editor would
welcome a letter. to help produce a feature in the "Classics"
series in the next, Bullet-in _ A clear photograph of the
inside would be appreciated _ any spares of any of the comp
onents under the panel are welcomed by the Editor (for cash
or swaps} as part of the research for the article . If any
member who has an R310  would bring it to Harpenden in June
for photographing, it would be very helpful. '
Problem: in 1930 ,  the first bandpass Mains Superhetrodyne was
introduced, marking th historic beginning of the superhet
revival. Does any member know which model this was ? Has it
Burne~Jones' "Magnum Bandpass Four, AC " '?

D0 :22 HAVE AN UNUSUAL ITEM FOR "PUZZLE CORNER " ? IF SO,
PLEASE SEND A GOOD CLEAR PHOTOGRAPH .
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CONCERNING THE

HIGH QUALITY FACSIMILES 0F c 1922 INSTRUCTION BOOKS:
(1) V2 (Rotary knob tuning). All at 2.50 each post-free
(2) V2 (Pull—knob tuning). in UK (Overseas £1 ex t ra ) .
( 3 )  A2 Amplifier (N82  is Special offer: £8 the set

similar, except for of four.
valve line-up).

(4) Crystal "A" Reciever.
HIGH QUALITY FACSIMILES ON CARD, LID INSTRUCTIONS:
(5) Gecophone No.1. Crystal set. Two for £1.75 post free
(6) Gecophone No.2. Crystal set. (Overseas 50p extra)

(7) Leaflet on Deutschen Kleinempfanger (DKE)in German
plus photocopy of contemporary press report. £1.25 post-
free. (Overseas 50p extra).

SET OF FOUR "Listenin' Series" wireless postcards of the
mid-twenties. Folded like a greetingvcard, plain (to add
your own message). Black-and-white £2.50 a set post free
or Hand—coloured £3 a set post free. UK only.

CHEQUES ETC. WITH ORDER PLEASE, PAYABLE T0 ROBERT HAWES,
6 3 ,  MANOR ROAD,  TOTTENHAM, N17 .  LONDON,  OJH. PLEASE ALLOW
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- 14 DAYS FOR DELIVERY
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EARLY WIRELESS
EARLY WIREEESS SETS BOUGHT, SOLD, EXCHANGED

Always something interesting
in stock ( 1920 '  to 1950's )

Also valves and components.

REG  INALD DYKES

Stand 31 /2  ,288 Westbourne Grove

Portabello Market, London W 1 1

(Saturdays only)

Telephone: 01 363 7494 evenings

Central Line: Notting Hill G a t e
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vision
Report from John Gillies, who is
chairman of the recently formed
VTV section of the Society.

FOllowing the report by Roy Sonnex
in the last issue, there seems to

be a great deal Of interest in __,
Vintage Television and I feel I must'
define'What appear to be the main
interests of members. A few are
specifically interested in "Mech—
anicaJ " television, started by the
BBC as far back as 1929, using the
Baird 30—line system on an experim
ental basis. Various kits were prod
need by Baird and other manufacturers
to receive these transmissions on the
medium wave band and such receivers are
much sought after. But the majority of
members seems more interested in acquiring the first fully—electronic receivers,first
produced in 1936. These sets, in the main, remained in full production;until 1939,
some new models being introduced.each year.The "Golden Age " of television is there
fore daring these three years from 1936—1939. There is no doubt that collectors of
these early sets look upon them with the same enthusiasm as collector's of early
wireless sets. Regular transmissions on the "405 line system” started from the
Alexandra Palace on November 2nd. 1936, making England the first country to intro
duce a regular television service.
The first public demonstration of the 405—line system was at Radio Olympia on August
26, 1936 where no less than nine manufacturers had receivers on show. The systemwas
developed by- Marconi—EMI and I do not think it is any coincidence that the majority
of pre—war sets found today are from that stable. The Postmaster General had decided
at the opening of the service that the 405 system should alternate with the Baird
240—line system for the trial period. (The 240-line transmissions, although produced
by mechanical means, were designed to be viewed by an electronic receiver employing a
cathode—ray tube.) The two systems alternated weekly for a period of three months.
This meant that the first receivers produced had to have a switchable line standard
between 405 and 240 lines and a field standardcfi‘25 per second and 50 interlaced
frames per second. I have not seen one of these early ”dual standard" sets. The
examples in my collection have a blanking plate over the position of the changeover
switch and the extra valve required. If anyone has an example of one I should be
very interested to hear from them. I t  is interesting that the review of the HMV
901, in the January 29th, 1937 Wireless World, shows the extra valve. There were not
very many sets produced before-the war. After the service had been running; for a
year only 2,000 receivers had been sold and at the outbrak of the war in 1939 i t  was
estimated that Only 20,000 stes were in-operation. This was mainly due to the high
cost of receivers and the small number of programmes being transmitted. The service
was only intended to be received in the London area but reports came in of reason
able pictures as far away as Brighton and even the Isle of Wight. It is interesting
that although the majority of sets which come to light are found in the London
area, I know of several discovered in all corners of the country. It is worth
mentioning that although i t  is the prewwar 405—line sets which are most sought after

Trick photograph by Jonathan Hill:

John Gillies on the screen of one o f  his sets.
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' some of the models produced immediately after the war when service re—opened in

1947 are also collectable The design of many of these differed very little from
the prewwar models and retained the mains-derived EHT systems and large octal
and British 7—pin valves in the timebases. The most noticable difference was that
by then, new types of valves had been developed for use in VHF Radar equipment
during the war. The valves, such as the famous Red EFSO started to appear in tele
vision receivers, followed by the EF91 miniature 7-pin valves. The RF stages of
pre-war sets, had to make do, in the main, with valvesoriginally designed for MW
broadcastinjg receivers. The EMI sets, for instance, used no less than six MSP4
valves in the TRF vision strip of their first models. Due to the rarity of pre-
war receivers it has been suggested that were as a Society start a register of
sets in individual collections. I have received list from one or two members and
would be glad to hear from others about their sets and their experiences in ,
finding them and restoring them: in fact anything to do do with pre—war televison.
We would welcome articles on specific sets and on any aspects of early television.
I know the Editor would like to hear from anyone who would like to contribute- '

The: missing

'Here are some more numbers to add to the list previously published. If  you have not
yet sent in your numbers or require a copy of the List please contact the Editor.
The following details have been sent by Pat Leggatt. ‘
2002 Wemco lvalve amp. 0281 Wemco Combined crystal set (124) and amp (2002).
The foregoing numbers were ,wrongly.-reversed in the ” addendum to the original list.
0136 Fellows 2 valve broadcasting cabinet ( mistakenly shown as "136' in List.)
1008 Simplex , HPR Wireless Ltd. The question mark in the 11  st can now be omitted.
118, this number applies to the W. W. Ltd. Crysta1_ set which is identical to the
H. D. Butler set. Additions to list: 2176 Bligh Radio/2 Mk V. 4410 Bligh Audio/2
Mk VII. 3026 Fellowphone amp type 1488 LF. Question: 114 is listed as Burndept
Ethophone 1 crystal set and 130 the Sterling no.1 crystal set. My Sterling No.1 is
identical in construction and lid instruction sheet to the Ethophone illustrated on

p.  82 of Gordon Buss ey's book , but neither my set nor Gordon's illustration have
numbers.

.  . HORROR-$5.01?" THE TUTUREE: _- THE “RADIO EYE:
(From Wireless Weekly, 1923) I We“ a . H a u L . '
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In "Wireless Review" of June 2nd, 1923,
the front page of which i s  reproduced here,
there appeared first news of a remarkable
new thermionic valve which was described in
the Editorial article as " a unique and
quite revolUtionary development in high—
powermamplifiers ” . Unique it certainly
was, fer nothing like it had ever been seen
before norhas been since. Revolutionary i t

waeétoo,~in more ways than one. But what is
also remarkable i s  that i t  seems to have
disappeared.as suddenly as it appeared.
The‘valve'was called the ”AnoDyne"and few
collectors appear to have even heard of it.

They were fond of fancy names in the 'twenties, especially ones
which seemed to have a scientific or academic ring about them. The name "AnoDyne" is
a good example. Based on the Greek "Anode” and "Dyna” , the term was probably intended
to conjure up the idea of a valve with a little dynamo inside. But what exactly was
the AnoDyne valve ? To answer that question i s  impossible, for no proper description
of the device ever seems to have been given. The "Wireless Review" article is simply
a eulogy and gives only a vague idea of what the valve was supposed to do. And the
advertisement fer i t  in the same issue, placed by a small firm which was better known
for its valve-repair service than for the design of valves, makes modest and fairly
ordinary claims for tuna product. Even the outline specification for the patent
application obscures more than i t  reveals, for i t  is largely incbmprehensible. The-
valve does not seem to have been mentioned in any of the authoritative sauces of its
day, nor even another popular wireless journal save the shortmlived "Wireless Review”.

But let us begin with the report in that particular journal — a few short paragraphs
in their "Science Jottings" feature, a rag—bag of news items,written in a chatty,
journalistic style: the kind of " appetizer" one might expect to see in a new paper
aimed at a mass-market of not particularly knowlegable readers. The item gives no real
information but makes suggestions which must surely have given rise-to surprise if
not scepticism among the more knowlegable readers. The article begins with the simple
explanation: ” In the normal valve, the electrons thrown off by the heated filament

pass through the grid and are attracted to the anode...” and continues " but in the
AnoDyne valve, there is a second anode, placed concentrically with the first. This

.seoend anode is caused to rotate by the action of the infra—red light from the
'filament upon its alternately—placed black and white vanes, and has the f'unction of
receiving impact or secondary electrons, thus greatly increasing the amplifying power

of the valve" . No supporting information .is given to substantiate this somewhat
incredible statement, and the author, perhaps to justify his position, concludes _
"Naturally, the exact details of this remarkable new device.are at present- a closely-
'guaroEd trade secret, but further news of the develOpment will be given, together with
:the report of a test in our own laboratory,in due course. " .In fact, the journal
: d r e :  not seem ever to have referred to the "Anodyne" again,- andh no other publication

that time seems to have mentioned i t  all. (Incidentally, there i s  also a little
myszery about that particular issue of the "Wireless Review " in that in some copies
-cf the same issue, the item on the valve was.omitted and replaced by a photograph with
the caption "The world's largest Incandescent Lamp" . The author would like to hear'
of any other variations. In the s ame i s s u e ,  the advertisement for the valve seems

also to have undergone changes. In the author‘ 8 issue it makes the modest claim cn‘
"40 to 60 percent increase in emission" by means -of"a unique theory- protected by

patents pending".)l- , A -search of the patent applications at around the relevant
. d ‘ ”  I n n - u — fl - fi — l - u  won-«- a
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Left: part of an "abstraCt for a3"“!-«~-»_.. .. .w‘“ "“r .... .. .... .o . ,. .
} -\.. - m «fi'éfignm'm , an pili- {323“}...uo t" patent applicatlon .
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date reveals no mention of the AnoDyne, but an ”abstract" which appeared in the
Zeitschrift Rundfunk Geschwafel, published in Hamburg in April of the same year includes
a drawing and part of the original description, crediting a man called Kurz Schluss
with the invention. The only credential given to him is a statement that he was
”connected with the Electrical Instutite of London " ,  but this must have been an error,
for no organisation of that name existed in London at that time. The drawings show
something that looks remarkably like an "R” valve. having the familiar horizontal
electrode assembly. But in what looks like a ”cut—awav" V i e w  of the Anode. there
appears to be a kind of finned cylinder inside the conventional Anode. The text of the
reproduced document is barely readable, and .hs in any case rather incomphehensible,
but it seems to suggest that this was intended to rotate within the device I
Now, the notion that a rotor can be activated by light—waves within a vacuum has been
known to every schoolboy since Crookes demonstrated his "Solar Engine”<ncmore properly
”Radiometer”. The reason why the AnoDyne never got a patent may have a lot to do with
its obvious similarity to the Radiometer. But even if the rotor anode did revolve in
the Dynode, how did it double the emission o f  the valve ? Had this elegantly simple
device somehow anticipated the sophisticated electron multiplier ? And just a s
puzzling: how did 1920's technology manage an efficient yet virtually friction—less
commutator to collect the charge from the rotor ?
The mystery of the revolutionary Anodyne valve will not be solved until an actual
example of the valve turns up somewhere: and one with an intact filament I
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Left: The inventor,  pictured at round about the time when he sold the small car
business he had established in North London. before returning to his native Italy.

Truth,  it is said, is stranger than fiction. Well, listen to this I The first
”Spaghetti ” resistance was actually made from pasta 1

Believe it or not, an emigre Italian motor and electrical engineer settled in
London, invented it:iJ1 1923 . He was Arturo Benetti Bolloni, who was born on the
outskirts of NaplesimtlSOl and settled with his parents in Hoxton Street,
Bethnal Green just after the first World War. His parents invested their small
capital in a working mens' cafe a few doors from the old Hoxton Music Hall. It
was the front room of a house behind which was a small motor—car workshOp which
fascinated young Arturo, Who became apprenticed to the old proprietor. After a
couple of years, the old man died and Arturo took over the workshop. As well as
general car repairs, Arturo dealt with car electrics and did such things as re—
winding magnetos. At nineteen he was beginning to take an interest in the fast
accellerating wireless mania but his family was still relatively poor and wireless
receiving apparatus was still in the ”luxury" class. But the Bolloni family were
hard—working, and on Saturay mornings-they added to their income from the cafe and
Arturo's workshop by taking a.teaewagon to the nearby Dalston street market, which
was always crowded. Arturo had constructed the wagon, USingjfllold car chassis,
and i t  was he who pushed i t  to market each week, to help 'his mother serve tea and
bread rolls to the market traders and their customers . They brewed strong, black
tea in a black iron boiler on a coke brazier which.rested on a gaily—decorated cart
(which can still be seen in the Bethnal Green Museum J, It was on one of these
excursions that Arturo bought the parts to make his first one-valver, for among the
junk on the market stalls, "surplus” wireless bits and pieces , rejected by the
quality-control inspectors in the wireless factories which were mushrooming in East
London, appeared at very cheap prices. Arturo recorded in his tattered red cash-book
that he purchased an ebonite panel, a tuning condenser, a variable resistance and a
hank of coil-wire for a total of ten shillings — equivalent to sixty twopenny cups
of his mother's brew. He does not record having bought a valve, but that must have
cost him slightly more. Having got his set of parts, Arturo started building his
set early next morning, according to the daughter of a former neighbour of the
Bolloni family, Mrs.Ethel Kydd, who still.lives in Hoxton. She recalls_how_her
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fa the r ,  Herbert ,  watched "Artie's" wireless experiments with fascination and how he

later built them their first set. But on that Sunday morning when Arturo was about
to start work on his own first set, a situation was to present itself which led to an
odd invention. And the idea was of that bizarre sort that that comes only from either
some sort of lateral thinking or results from a pure accident. There was an element of

each , perhaps,in Arturo's invention. Surely no serious-minded researcher in industry

would ever have thought of such a thing.
What happened in Arturo's workshop on that Sunday morning in October 1923 was simply
this. Arturo discOvered that he had all the parts for.his wireless set except one —
a grid leak. Since it was Sunday, there were no shops open,so he could not go out
and buy a resistance. What did he do ? Well first, he tried out possible substitutes.
that were near—at—hand , like bits of old dynamo brushes and broken lead pencils-
but none of them was right for the resistance required. In desperation, Arturo began
to rummage behind his workbench for inspiration. Now it was on that same workbench that
Arturo took his lunch each day and usually it was a dish brought to him from the cafe
by his mother. In view of this.fact, and the fact that his mother was an Italian cook,
it is scarcely surprising to hear that what Arturo feund behind the bench was a few
lengths of spaghetti. Mrs. Kydd remembers her father recalling the moment of
discovery ” I could see the funny side of it. I suggested he should wire it up to the
aerial terminal and he might get Rome on the earphones 1 We all laughed but it seemed
to get Artie thinking. He started messing about with the dirty old bit of spaghetti. I
don't know what he did exactly, and when he told me that evening it had solved his
problem I though he was having us on " . It is. not recorded whether Arturo used
that actual piece of spaghetti in his wireless set - but that pasta which had become
coated with carbon dust from broken dynamo-brushes gave him an idea for a new kind of
resistance which could be cut to length as required, and could be used as a connecting-
wire, requiring no "holder" as did the usual grid leaks. He soon realised that pasta
was not a very suitable base material and experimented with several other materials
including cycle-valve rubber tube and thick hemp string ,coated with everything from
rubber- solution to eggs-white and rolled in powdered graphite. It took him some time
to find the right core material and the right carbon . The final non-edible core,
cotton—sleeved variations bore only a visual relation to the original contaminated
spaghetti.- but the principle was the same I Arturo talkled about his idea to
fellow enthusiasts at meetings.of the Hackney and District Wireless Society which met
at the YWCA in Mare Street on alternate Thursday evenings, and the idea got a brief
mention in the "Wireless Club Reports” page of Popular Wireless Weekly in January 1924.
He had no thought for the commercial possibilities of his invention and perhaps thought
it'mxasilly to patent. It was perhaps that brief mention in a wireless magazine which
led to the idea being commercially exploited. At any rate, the Burns-Jones company of
London SE1 were producing wire-wound Spaghetti resistances in values of from 300 ohms
to 15k at from ninepence to half-a—crown each, not long after. Spaghetti resistances
became popular on the Continent but oddly enough, in Italy they were simply known as
"Flexible Reistances" . Poor Arturo was never credited with the invention, which went
out of use long before the dawn of our micro—chip age. But next time you're dining out
Italian-style and you're unwinding that pasta that seems to be in one continuous length,
give a little thought for the man lwhom it engendered electronic as well as
gastronomic inspiration.
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